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Introduction
Fundamental Rayleigh criterion set strict limitations to observe objects with dimension smaller than the wavelength used to probe them, and the diffraction profiles of the two objects would overlap and cannot be distinguished anymore in this scenario [1] [2] [3] . Several research groups around the world are now showing a growing movement in the attempt to overcome the diffraction limit through focusing of radiation in a spot smaller than Airy disk using near-field optics, such as microspheres, which can explore the optical phenomena occurring at subwavelength distance from scattering objects. Regarding optical absorption and scattering by a homogeneous cluster of spherical particles is described by the Lorenz-Mie theory -a particular solution of Maxwell equations, meanwhile treatment of a homogeneous refractive microlens, e.g. a spherical or cylindrical microparticle, is considered as a special case for Lorenz-Mie's solution of Maxwell equations [4, 5] . Hence, in 1987, it was theoretically and experimentally verified that a focusing area beyond diffraction limit locates near the shadow surface of the micro-cylinder/sphere, and its peak intensity and radial position depend on the size and refractive index of particle [6] . This phenomenon is later termed as photonic nanojet [7] [8] [9] [10] . Subsequently it was found that photonic jets can be generated not only by micro-spheres/cylinders, but also dielectric mesoscale cuboid particles both in transmitting and reflection modes [11] [12] [13] [14] . As a relatively easy fabricated microlens, cuboid microlens has a more circular focal spot and a proportional jet length to the side length and lens volume [15] .
Meanwhile, it is known that typical factors that can affect the behaviours of a photonic nanojet are refractive index contrast (with respect to surrounding medium) and geometry and size of particle. However, in reality these conditions are difficult to modify due to restrictions on fabrication and processing technologies. Having the ability to control near-field focusing of a particle is still challenging in a flexible and easy-to-implement manner. Annular apodization and phase masks were applied to solve similar problem in far-field [1, 16] , and transverse resolution can be improved by using different normalised inner circular mask [17] . Annular pupil plane filter was also employed to tune the imaging properties for confocal microscopies [18] . Nonetheless, near-field optics is more complicated due to the influence of evanescent wave and thus, no simplified formulations can be used. The idea to modulate of photonic jet parameters by using dielectric particle and pupil mask was described by Minin et al. in 2015 [19] . Independently, Yan et al. numerically proved that pupil mask is capable to reduce spot size of photonic jet produced by near-field spherical lens in 2016 [20] , following with Wu et al. experimentally verifying the improvement of near-field focusing after pupil-masking of microsphere in a short time [21] . Nevertheless, intensity loss of photonic nanojets is an unavoidable issue for the usage of pupil-mask to reduce the FWHM in these previous reports because of smaller amount of light entering into masked lens.
In this paper, we report that intensity loss of mask shaped photonic nanojets can be eliminated in the case of cuboid lens focusing. Photonic nanojets produced by a pupil-masked 3D dielectric fused silica cuboid are numerically simulated under the irradiation of 532 nm wavelength plane wave. Modelling result shows that pupil mask with specific masking ratio makes photonic nanojets emitted by cuboid lens simultaneously possess higher enhancement of electric intensity and smaller FWHMs compared to same sized non-masked model, which is different from the established theory for sphere-aided photonic nanojets under the identical modelling environment. Photonic nanojets are analysed via multiple measured parameters, e.g. intensity enhancement, FWHM along x and y axes (FWHMx and FWHMy), etc., to exhibit the impact of pupil mask, and physics behind simulation is explored through near-field power flow diagrams (Poynting vector distribution) at typical masking ratio where extra intensity enhancement is found.
Results
Current model is built by using commercial finite integral technique (FIT) software package -CST Microwave Studio. Triangular grids and tetrahedral meshes are fitted with 'open space' boundary condition along x, y and z directions to approach better accuracy for simulation. 532 nm wavelength (λ) plane wave propagates from +z to -z direction, and electric and magnetic fields, representing as e and h in Figure 1 (a), are along y and x respectively. Mesh densities are set to λ/8 for model and λ/6 for background. The whole model is structured as a fused silica cuboid covered by an aluminium pupil mask, while a same sized and non-masked cuboid is also created as a reference. Values of material properties, refractive index, n, and extinction coefficient, k, are collected from previous publications (n = 1.46 for fused silica and n = 0.88, k = 6.47 for aluminium) [22, 23] . Side lengths of cuboid, L, and pupil mask, a, are normalised to λ. The studied cuboid structure has identical length, width and height, and pupil mask is a square shaped slab with 40 nm thickness, as shown in Figure 1 (a). A masking ratio (MR) formula for the receiving surface of cuboid is expressed by (1):
(1) Figure 1 (b) shows the statistics of photonic nanojets parameters for multi-dimension cuboids (side length from 1 to 4λ) with a 25% masking face where plane wave enters the lens body. Due to the fact that electric field intensity, E, (strength of any point in electric field, unit: V/m 2 ) is proportional to square of the light amplitude, E 2 intensity is summarised to exhibit local enhancement at focus behind cuboid in first row. It is shown that non-masked reference models have higher enhancement from L = 1λ to 1.5λ, then masked models starts to exhibit advantages on intensity enhancement. At L = 1.75λ enhancements for masked and non-masked models are at the same level, reaching to 14.22 and 14.29 respectively. Peak of the curve for masked model is 18.05 at 2λ, with the difference becoming larger for masked and non-masked models. Two large gaps are shown at models with L = 2.75λ and 3λ. Their enhancements achieve to 15.65 and 15.13 for masked models according to 10.63 and 9.96 for nonmasked model, respectively. After L = 3.25λ enhancements of masked models maintain the same level, and non-masked models slowly increase and are slightly higher than that for masked model at same dimension.
Second and third rows of Figure 1 (b) summarise FWHMs at each focus of multi-dimension cuboids along both transversal x and y axes (marked as FWHMx and FWHMy in Figure 1 (b) ). Simplified diffraction limit = λ/2, is marked as a benchmark shown as black dashed lines. It is found that all FWHMxs of photonic nanojet for non-masked model (black line) are larger than simplified diffraction limit, however masked model (red line) can provide FWHMxs below this benchmark at the cuboid dimension L < 3λ. Same trend appears in third row for FWHMys, though FWHMys are normally smaller than FWHMxs at the same cuboid size due to the parallelism between plotted plane -yz and electric field, E. Also, a wide peak of non-masked FWHMy curve is shown after L = 3λ, which is related to a dramatic profile change of focus on yz plane from single peak mode to three peaks mode. Pupil mask effectively reduces FWHMx and FWHMy of photonic nanojet in calculated dimensional range and make many of them smaller than simplified diffraction limit. Smallest waist is obtained by FWHMy for masked model at L = 1.25λ, a = 0.625λ and valued to 0.33λ, even below diffraction limit λ/2n.
Ellipticities of focus caused by the linear polarization of incoming optical wave are shown in fourth row of Figure 1 (b) to represent the ratio between FWHMx/FWHMy. From its data, it is known that pupil mask is able to spatially optimise ellipticity of photonic nanojet and benefits to deliver a more circular focal spot on xy plane. Ellipticity of a perfect round focus, 1.0, is marked as black dashed line in fourth row. Curve of masked model (red) in fourth row is more approaching to the 1.0 line than that for nonmasked model (black). A relatively circular focus usually has more advantages for the applications on imaging and nanomaterial processing. Meanwhile, focal length of cuboid lens is shortened by pupil mask as well, which is quantified as the distance from focal point to cuboid bottom shown in fifth row in Figure 1 (b) . Corresponding shortening is more distinct for cuboids with larger dimensions. For L = 3.5λ model difference of focal point to bottom between non-masked and masked cuboids achieves to 2.73λ, then start narrowing at L = 3.75λ and 4λ.
Briefly, functions of pupil mask coverage applying on cuboid particles are enhancement of focus intensity, increase of focal spot roundness, shortening and control of waist size (FWHMs) and focal length. A typical example -E 2 field distribution for cuboid dimensioned as L = 2.75λ with and without 25% masking is shown in figure 1 (c) . Plane wave direction is from top to bottom. Peak enhancement of intensity for unmasked and masked models are 10.63 and 15.65 respectively in this figure, and photonic nanojets produced by masked cuboid (right) is narrower and closer to cuboid bottom with a higher focus intensity (bright red zone). Masking ratio is another factor relating to the parameters of photonic nanojet, e.g. focal point position, FWHM, and peak intensity at focus spot. Figure 2 (a) illustrates E 2 intensity along z axis at the centre of cuboid (x = 0, y = 0) for same sized (L = 2.75λ) non-masked reference (black dashed curve) and cuboid with 25%, 50% and 75% masking. Plane wave propagates in '+' direction from left to right shown in figure 2 (a) . Cuboid is placed at 0 position on z axis for modelling, and its space is marked as filled pattern in pink from 0 to 1463 nm on x axis in the figure 2 (a) . Basically, all curves form ripples in the cuboid zone, and peak intensity of ripple for non-masked reference is higher than that for masking models in the area close to upper interface of cuboid (left boundary). However, there is a different feature in the area around lower interface (right boundary) that last two ripples of masking models are higher than that for non-masked reference prior the main peak after plane wave exits from cuboid.
Main peaks for multiple masking ratios diverge from their heights and positions. Non-masked reference delivers a main peak at 1782 nm in the air zone with 10.63 E 2 intensity enhancement, then the curve (black dashed) starts to slowly drop in the modelling space. Curves for other masking models keep the same down trend following a single peak in the air medium, but positions of main peaks are closer to the lower interface. The distance between main peak of 25% masking and that for non-masked reference is 193 nm shown in figure 2 (a) , and regarding peak is the highest in three masking models arriving to 15.65 intensity enhancement. Once masking ratio is over 25%, main peak will decline and approach to the lower interface (right boundary) of cuboid, which reflects on the subsequent features 10.49 enhancement with 229 nm distance and 6.15 enhancement with 316 nm distance to reference main peak for 50% and 75% masking models, respectively. Figure 2 (b) shows the FWHMxs of corresponding peak to masking ratio changes, and a simplified diffraction limit = λ/2 is marked in this figure as a width between two solid block line. It is found that all FWHMxs are smaller than the simplified diffraction limit except non-masked reference's. Degradation of peak values is in accordance with the result in figure 2 (a) for enlargement of masking area. FWHMxs are 359 nm, 221 nm, 223 nm and 199 nm for reference, 25% masking, 50% masking, and 75% masking models respectively. 
Parameters of photonic nano-jets
From previous publications [20] , it is well known that pupil mask is able to affect parameters of photonic nanojets, moreover, allowing to engineer the focus of near-field lens. Mechanism can be understood as a method to modulate numerical aperture (NA) of near-field optics by using pupil mask. NA of an optical system is a figure to characterise the range of angles which system can accept light, expressed by [1] : NA = n • sinθ (2) where θ is the maximal half-angle of the cone of light that can enter or exit the lens, meanwhile resolution, r, is limited by the NA as well, which is defined as [1] :
A larger NA enables to deliver a higher resolution based on equation (3) . Similar mechanism adapts to applications in near-field optics for development of near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM) [24] . It is different from the far-field optics that changing of NA for a near-field system is difficult most of time. For a particle lens, 'window' to receive incident light is normally restricted in the central area close to upper boundary and far smaller than the section of particle due to refraction between air and particle material.
Characteristic of a 3D cuboid pairing with a square pupil mask is further intensity enhancement at focal spot of photonic nanojet at certain masking ratio, which is against the established theory working on spherical and circular lens about focusing of incoming light. For apodization effect plain wave is blocked by pupil mask during propagation and energy is consumed in this process, which results in split of power flow stream and large incidence angle of plain wave (high NA) compared to the non-masked model [20, 21] . A near-field power flow diagram - Figure 3 , L = 3λ, is helpful to explain above mentioned phenomenon of intensity enhancement. Enhancements of photonic nanojets are 10.63 and 15.65 for non-masked (Figure 3 (a) ) and 25% masking models (Figure 3 (b) ), respectively. It is shown that a blue lined area is between two angularly arranged high intensity regions (red colour) in the middle of cuboid. Due to the blocking of a pupil mask at the centre of propagation direction, all light enters the particle lens from sides and artificially produce a wider 'window' with larger θ and NA in Figure 3 (b) , which reflects on smaller FWHMs, nearly 1.0 ellipticity, and shorter focal length compared to those for non-masked model, summarising in Figure 1 (b). Figure 3 (a) shows that three low intensity singular points are at lower part of cuboid (blue colour). Phase trajectories contains 1.5 degrees of freedom in the vicinity of the singular points, and the related clockwise vortex shape represents a stable focus in the phase space [25] . Power flow couples to the other planes through these singular points [26] , which results in low field intensity in these areas. Hence, these three singular points properly 'divide' main streams and make three separated high intensity focusing areas below the lower boundary of cuboid.
Intensity enhancement
25% masked model provides different power flow streams as shown in Figure 3 (b) . Low intensityblue colour takes the central region of cuboid body due to apodization effect caused by pupil mask coverage. In this case, the cuboid may function like a truncated pyramid without loses of photonic jet quality, and rest of power flow rounding the pupil mask make up two straight high intensity streams (red colour) approaching to the left and right boundaries and converging into a 'pocket' in the lower part of cuboid without interference of singular points for non-masked model in Figure 3 (a). For this reason, previous three separated focuses are assembled into one main focus, which cancel out the loss of incoming light and boost intensity enhancement. Larger or smaller masking ratio would result in non-convergence of streams, which makes pupil mask not deliver extra enhancement for photonic nanojets.
Besides, geometry of cuboid decides that it has larger section size compared to a sphere with same volume, and mechanism of its focusing is different from trapping more light in vicinity of lens for spherical particles [26] . Normally there is limited transmission of optical radiation if an object (cuboid) is placed in the path of a propagating wave. However, when the optical transmission exceeds the expected geometrical transmission, enhancement of optical transmission occurs due to the coupled action that transmits more light than that transmitted by the geometrical cross section of the entire cuboid. In addition, if a pupil mask is placed in front of the cuboid, there could be a second enhancement of optical transmission due to the collective action of the optically coupled masks, which is according to the extra enhancement for masked models shown in Figure 1 
Conclusion
We successfully create a numerical model to simulate production of photonic nanojets using a pupilmasked 3D dielectric cuboid. Regarding pupil mask function on cuboid lens is different from that for spherical lens reported in previous literatures. In this paper, the cuboid-lens-made photonic nanojets after pupil-masking can simultaneously possess higher intensity and smaller FWHM beyond diffraction limit compared to those for non-masked model, which is respectively attributed to convergence of power flow streams and near-field NA increase. Also, focal length and FWHMs of this system can be precisely tuned via adjustment of pupil masking ratio in near-field zone. Therefore, this work is expected to play an important role in the research of super-resolution imaging and material surface processing combing with easy-to-fabricate characteristic of cuboid particle lens.
